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Summertime is upon us, and I hope many of you have the opportunity to rest, relax and rejuvenate! For the Bucknell University Alumni Association, the summer is also a time of transition, research and planning for the next two years. At our reunion meeting, the executive committee of the board gathered on campus to begin the journey, and at the full board meeting, had the opportunity to welcome some new members to our board, and to say thank you and farewell to some members who were leaving the board. We thanked all who were leaving for their service to Bucknell and let them know that they will always be important and appreciated members of our Bucknell family.

As part of our strategic planning process, we have just launched a survey of our alumni community to gather opinions and ideas from a large group of our fellow alumni. This will help us to better represent and engage Bucknellians in the years ahead.

In this issue, we hear from Josh Grill in the Alumni Office; get some life updates from our board membership; highlight this year’s Alumni Association Alumni Awards, honoring five distinguished fellow Bucknellians; describe Senior Sunset, marking the last day of classes for graduating seniors; share a unique perspective from one board member who combined travel and service to humanity; share insights from the Community Service events hosted by Bucknell clubs around the country this spring; provide recognition for our incoming and outgoing Alumni Board members; and ask for your help with future Alumni Award nominations.

I’m honored and excited to serve as president of our Alumni Association, particularly with a Board that has tremendous talent and is truly dedicated to Bucknell. As we prepare to welcome another class of Bucknellians, I’m reminded of the pride we should take in our collective accomplishments — and the investment we make in the promising future of Bucknell students.

’ray Bucknell!
Thank you to everyone who helped make Reunion Weekend 2014 special. Over 2,300 Bucknellians came home to campus for a truly remarkable event. Class years ending in 4’s and 9’s celebrated reunions, and the Classes of 1989 and 1964 celebrated milestones, commemorating 25th and 50th years respectively. Check out the online photo albums at Bucknell.edu/Reunion. We look forward to celebrating with class years ending in 0’s and 5’s next year!

My congratulations to the outstanding recipients of the 2014 Bucknell University Alumni Awards. These individuals were honored with their family, friends and closest classmates at a BUAA reception and were recognized publically as part of Reunion Rally. Visit Bucknell.edu/AlumniAwards to read their bios and see an award recipient video.

Thank you to the many alumni who continue to give to Bucknell financially. Reunion Rally recognized this support by announcing four Giving Awards and the cumulative total support from these classes at $34,301,699.

Also an engaging event this spring, Bucknellians participated in Worldwide Community Service Month for the sixth annual year. Over 300 alumni, parents and students and 21 Bucknell Regional Clubs participated in 22 projects throughout March and April! Check out the online community service slideshow for highlights.

I would also like to announce that the B-Link transition is complete. We are excited to move to a full alumni specific online platform including: the new alumni website Bucknell.edu/Proud-Alum, the Bucknell Alumni App, social media presence, as well as the Regional and On Campus Events Calendar and online registration for events. To date, over 4,600 Bucknellians have downloaded the Bucknell Alumni app, representing nearly each class year back to 1947. Feedback has been overwhelmingly positive and we are thrilled to hear about all the personal and social networking stories resulting from it.

Finally, I would like to extend my thanks to all of the retiring board members and their contributions to the Alumni Association. The last several years have been marked by significant engagement. On behalf of the entire University, I would also like to extend my gratitude to Katie Malague ’94 for her extraordinary leadership as your board President, and am looking forward with great anticipation to working with Melissa Plaisance ’82, who officially became board President on July 1.

We look forward to seeing you back on campus for Homecoming, October 31 – November 2. If you live or work in the Chicago or Washington D.C. area, save the dates for the WE DO Tour coming to town September 19 and November 8 respectively. ’ray Bucknell!
A LIFETIME VOW TO BUCKNELL...
2014 ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARDS

Each year, the Bucknell University Alumni Association (BUAA) Board of Directors has the honor of identifying, selecting and presenting awards at Reunion in the following categories: Young Alumni, Service to Humanity, Achievement in a Chosen Profession, and Loyalty to Bucknell. The committee that selects recipients includes current and past BUAA Board members, Bucknell Club representatives, previous award recipients and Alumni Relations. All nominations are maintained for future consideration with preference given to those nominees in their milestone reunion years.

At Commencement on May 17, 2014, the BUAA Board of Directors President, Katie Malague ’94, addressed the graduating class of 2014. In her speech she expressed the following, “Bucknellians are known for their “can do” attitude – and the phrase “WE DO” conveys the nearly infinite ways members of the Bucknell family distinguish ourselves, give back to one another, and make our mark on the world. I hear “We Do” and interpret it as a vow. When you get married, you say, “I do.” Well, when you enrolled at Bucknell, you collectively made a vow to one another and to the broader Bucknell community. Essentially, you said “WE DO.” Because of that vow, you’ve: helped fellow students; given your time to clubs, teams, and student organizations; and felt returning to campus was like coming home. This vow is not for 4 years – it’s for a lifetime.”

This year, the BUAA is proud to celebrate the following five individuals who have fulfilled their lifetime vow to service and honor Bucknell: Tracey A. Gray ’99, Tom Buchholz ’84, Ronald D. Liebowitz ’79, and John J. Nesbitt III & Sandy Lyttle Nesbitt ’64.

Tracey A. Gray ’99
Young Alumni Award

Tracey A. Gray is Director of Public Affairs for Raytheon Company where he is responsible for strategic outreach communications plans across a portfolio of external advocacy channels, working closely with think tanks and communications consultants. He also leads the digital and social media team. Raytheon Company, with 2013 sales of $24 billion, is a technology and innovation leader specializing in defense, security and civil markets throughout the world.

Prior to his current role, Tracey was senior manager for strategic partnering in integrated supply chain at Raytheon Integrated Defense Systems focused on global business growth. He assumed this position after working on business strategy in business development.

Prior to joining Raytheon in 2007, Tracey worked in Washington, D.C., serving in a number of strategy-related roles at the Pentagon in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, in the Intelligence Community, and on the Chief of Naval Operations staff. Prior to working at the Pentagon, he worked in the Office of the Vice President at The White House.

Tracey earned his Bachelor of Science in Business Administration at Bucknell and a Master’s in Public Administration from the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University.

He gives many hours each year to mentoring Bucknell students and helping them think through career options. He has helped Bucknellians find jobs inside and outside of government, participated in Bucknell Career nights, served on career panels, hosted students at the Pentagon and traveled to campus for Career Center events. He supports the Bucknell Public Interest Program through annual giving. He also has volunteered with the Admissions Office and with reunion planning in various capacities.

Tracey serves on the Board of Directors at the Public Affairs Council, the leading nonpartisan, nonpolitical association for public affairs professionals worldwide. He also serves on the Communications Committee at Holy Trinity Catholic Church.

Tracey is married to Beth Corbet Gray ’98 and they have two children.

TOM BUCHHOLZ ’84
Service to Humanity Award

Tom Buchholz is the Executive Vice President and Physician-in-Chief at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center at Houston, which has been recognized by US News and World Report as the nation’s leading cancer center. Tom has had a distinguished career in medicine, research and education. Prior to his current role, he served as Head of the Division of Radiation Oncology and Chair of the Department of Radiation Oncology.

After graduating from Bucknell with a B.A. in Philosophy, Tom entered medical school at Tufts University in Boston. In 1988, he was awarded with the top medical graduate prize and went to the University of Washington in Seattle for residency and a fellowship. He served four years in the military as a Radiation Oncologist at Wilford Hall Medical Center in San Antonio, Texas, and in various institutional leadership positions such as Residency Program Director, Director of Education, Provost and Executive Vice President, ad-interim.

He also has held a number of national leadership positions including co-chairing the Breast Cancer Steering Committee of the NCI (National Cancer Institute), serving as Editor-in-Chief of a major scientific journal, and just recently completing a term as the President of the American Radium Society, the nation’s oldest multidisciplinary cancer organization.

Tom’s reputation for excellence in the field of breast oncology is widely known, both nationally and internationally. His academic interests focus on clinical and translational research in breast cancer and radiation oncology. Specific interests include studying molecular determinants of treatment resistance and investigating novel combinations of targeted therapy with radiation to improve the therapeutic outcome. He has authored numerous book chapters and more than 300 original peer-reviewed research articles helping to define modern-day treatment approaches for breast cancer patients. A sought-after speaker, visiting professor and educator, he lectures throughout the U.S., South America, Europe and Asia.

Tom is married to Mara Reese Buchholz ’85 and they have two children, Erin and Alexander.
Ronald D. Liebowitz was appointed as the 16th president of Middlebury College in April 2004. He has been on the Middlebury faculty since 1984, and prior to his appointment as president, he served as provost and executive vice president.

Under Ron’s leadership, the College has sought to define a contemporary liberal arts education as one that creates connections between its foundational qualities and the larger world. As it has been for more than two centuries, Middlebury remains committed to providing the finest undergraduate education in the liberal arts and sciences; a large part of that is the successful retention and further recruitment of an exceptional faculty. During Ron’s presidency, the College developed the Project on Creativity and Innovation, now in its seventh year and offering many different programs that aim to make intellectual risk-taking and creative problem-solving second nature to Middlebury students. Most recently, Middlebury opened the Center for Social Entrepreneurship.

Building on Middlebury’s leadership in language learning and international studies, Liebowitz and the College have remained focused on the long-term goal of becoming the first truly global liberal arts college for the 21st century — a College that best prepares its graduates to meet the challenges they enter upon graduation. Since Ron took office, the institution has added the Monterey Institute of International Studies in California as a professional graduate school of Middlebury; established “4+1” dual-degree programs with Monterey, allowing Middlebury students to earn a B.A. and a master’s degree in just five years in five different areas of international studies; established new C.V. Starr-Middlebury Schools Abroad in Africa (Cameroon), the Middle East (Alexandria, Egypt; Beer Sheva, Israel; and Amman, Jordan), and Japan (Tokyo), while adding sites at existing Schools Abroad in China, Latin America, Spain, Italy, and France; created an M.A. program in Chinese through the School of Chinese in collaboration with the Monterey Institute; and, in collaboration with Brandeis University, developed the College’s 10th intensive summer language School — the Brandeis-Middlebury School of Hebrew. In addition, the College has launched the Middlebury-Monterey Language Academy (MMLA) and a for-profit company, Middlebury Interactive Languages (MIL), both of which are designed to introduce language learning to students at an early age.

During a tenure that has included a global recession, Ron has received national recognition for his fiduciary leadership and stewardship of Middlebury College. Middlebury emerged from the financial crisis with a balanced budget, an intact mission, and recalibrated financial models. Ron made the bold step of initiating a policy that would limit annual tuition increases to within a one percent increase of the Consumer Price Index. Known as “CPI+1,” this policy reflected an understanding that tuition increases that outpaced inflation significantly, as had been the case for several decades, could not continue without a negative impact on the institution and aspiring students and their families. In addition, Ron’s tenure has been marked by record fundraising totals and alumni participation in annual giving.

Ron majored in economics and geography at Bucknell and competed as a varsity swimmer. He received his doctorate in geography from Columbia University in 1985. A political geographer who specializes in Russian economic and political geography, he has authored scholarly articles related to Soviet and Russian regional economic policy, edited three books, and is the recipient of a number of national fellowships. Ron and his wife, Jessica, live in Middlebury College president’s official residence, with their three children, David Heschel, Shoshana, and Ezra.

Both John and Sandy have been very active as Bucknell volunteers over the past 50 years and have served as members and leaders of the Alumni Association Board of Directors and various Bucknell Campaign Committees. John served as Alumni Corporation Board President of Bucknell Sigma Phi Epsilon. Sandy was a member of the Bucknell University Association for the Arts. They live in Newtown Square, PA, and enjoy horses, sailing, travel, history, and fine art.

Professionally, John was an organizer, founder and director of Christiana Bank and Trust Company, which opened in Greenville, Delaware, in 1993. He also served as Chairman of the bank’s Audit Committee, and prior to that was a Senior Vice-President and the bank’s Chief Administrative Officer and Bank Investment Officer. He served as a member of the WSFS Christiana Trust, Trust Advisory Board 2011-13. His previous banking experience, going back to 1970, was in Philadelphia where he was an officer with Provident National Bank and Corporation (now part of PNC Bank) and First Pennsylvania Bank and Corporation (now part of Wells Fargo Bank). While with First Pennsylvania, he served as President of First Pennsylvania’s Atlanta-based subsidiary, Computech Financial Systems and Services.

John was also a Military Intelligence officer in the U.S. Army. He served with the Defense Intelligence Agency, where he was a Captain, and received the Department of Defense Joint Service Commendation Medal for Meritorious Service. He is a member of the Defense Intel Alumni Association. In addition to his B.A. in Economics and Political Science from Bucknell, he studied law at the University of Virginia and has an M.B.A. from the Wharton Graduate School of the University of Pennsylvania.

Sandy has been involved in a variety of leadership roles in the educational, historical and arts communities of Philadelphia. She has served as President of the Alliance Francaise, Episcopal Academy Parents Association, Main Line Committee for The Philadelphia Orchestra, and her investment group at The Acorn Club. She has chaired events for The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, The Franklin Institute, and The Philadelphia Antiques Show. She is a board member of the Chester County Historical Society and an active member of the Antiques Study Group, the Gardeners Garden Club, and the Women’s Committee of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

John and Sandy live on Stoney Creek Farm, a horse farm in eastern Chester County, Pennsylvania, on land that they have placed under conservation easement with the Brandywine Conservancy, and that is included within the Willistown Conservation Trust’s historic Okehocking Preserve. They both serve as board members of the Radnor Hunt Races which benefits the Brandywine Conservancy and the Devon Horse Show & Country Fair which benefits the Bryn Mawr Hospital. They are members of the Radnor Hunt, Philadelphia Club, Acorn Club, Merion Cricket Club and the Miles River Yacht Club. John and Sandy have two children, Sharon and Julie, and one grandson, Evan, who is 3. Sharon graduated from Bucknell with a B.A. in Psychology in 1994.

To nominate a Bucknell alum for the 2015 Alumni Awards, please visit Bucknell.edu/AlumniAwards.
SENIOR SUNSET
BY RICK PETERS ’76

The spring rain failed to dampen the spirit of the more than 700 seniors who participated in Senior Sunset, marking the end of classes. They gathered in the Weis Center lobby complete with a complimentary glass of champagne. The Alumni Board provided engraved Bucknell key chains to the senior class, and had a drawing for an iPad Mini. The brief ceremony included comments from President Bravman as well as greetings and congratulatory words from Alumni Association Board of Directors member Marcus Hernandez ’00. Marcus encouraged the seniors to stay connected to Bucknell and emphasized that an excellent way to do that would be to download the Bucknell Alumni App on their phones. He “sweetened the pot” by offering to make a dollar contribution to their Senior Gift Drive for each download that took place within the ensuing week. As a result of Marcus’ offer, President Bravman was inspired to offer an additional challenge of another two dollars in matching funds for each download. This challenge resulted in 250 downloads and the Class of 2014 now has a total of 381 users which represents 38% of the Class, a new record!
A TRIP TO INDIA – PRATHAM: EDUCATION FIRST
BY RAJ THANGAVELU ’98

In the spring of 2014, I embarked on a two week trip to New Delhi to meet up with my parents. Having not gone to India since 2009, I was due to visit and see some relatives and was also looking forward to seeing some of the sights, such as the legendary Red Fort and a brand new temple that had been completed only a few years ago.

However, what ended up being the highlight of the trip was a visit to meet with Pratham. Pratham is a charity based in India that over its short twenty year history has grown to be the largest educational movement in India. Pratham is a Hindi word that loosely translated into English, means first. That is their mission, to put education first in a country where the differences between the haves and the have-nots are often wide.

In India, the public schools are often crowded and there is little opportunity for individualized attention; Pratham’s goal is to provide students with a small classroom setting, where the student-teacher ratio is small (roughly 8/10 to 1) and students can develop not just the skills they’ll need, but an enthusiasm for learning. Almost all of the children in the program come from a poor or impoverished background and many are the first in their family to go to a school of any kind.

I contacted Pratham before I left to see if they could arrange a meeting; to my delight, they were very excited to meet with me. My father and I set out one morning to meet a representative who took us to a learning center. To keep the classes small, Pratham (which is now all over India) uses small buildings instead of one central building. We saw young children, roughly three to five years old learning how to read Hindi. We also saw older students, roughly five to eight who were learning English and could not contain their enthusiasm for performing for the American visitors a story they had written about the sun, the moon and the stars. We then went to another center, where we saw older children who were learning middle school level math and that they had computers (though dated) to use.

The whole visit was amazing. I was deeply moved to see the looks on the students’ faces; it was clear that they were focused and engaged. I also got to review the curriculum and meet with some of the dedicated faculty and staff that work with the students as well. Their methods, while to the casual observer might seem simple, seem to be very successful in reaching the students.

Now that I am back home, I am continuing to support Pratham in any way I can. I’d like to publicly thank fellow board members, Deb Rizzi and Jim Hughes, for their extremely generous donations of books that I will be sending to Pratham in New Delhi for the kids to practice their English. To see pictures from the trip visit: facebook.com/media.
April is a special month for Bucknellians as more than 322 alumni, students, parents and friends found time to give the gift of their time and their hearts in the University’s Annual Community Service Event. Sponsored by the Bucknell University Alumni Association, the Parents Association and the Association of Clubs, this effort is one of the activities that Regional Clubs around the world are increasingly sponsoring each year.

Twenty-two service projects were held all over the country, and new to the effort was an increase in student engagement. First, in partnership with the Office of Civic Engagement, student volunteers were told they were part of a larger alumni volunteer effort with the annual Lewisburg Spring Thaw Out which drew a record 95 volunteers. Secondly, BUAA Student Board Member, Richie Pisano, brought along a group of his fraternity brothers to visit the residents of a local nursing home as part of the Home Club’s (Greater Susquehanna Valley Club) service project. As you can imagine, the students were very well received by the residents.

The Washington, DC Club sponsored not one, but two projects this year. Volunteers participated in the Anacostia Watershed Society’s 2014 Earth Day Cleanup at Seafarers Yacht Club — the oldest African American yachting club in the nation. Others painted murals and spruced up the classrooms and grounds at Powell Elementary School through “Hands On DC.”

The BUAA extends their thanks to everyone that participated in each of these events. These projects not only provide a great opportunity to engage with fellow Bison, but highlight the generosity and dedication of the Bucknell community. View the slideshow at: bucknell.edu/alumni-relations/stay-connected/clubs-community-service.html.
“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.”
— MAHATMA GANDHI
Every year the spring Board meeting marks a bittersweet transition with the welcome of new members and a fond farewell to those who are reaching the end of their term.

We thank our retiring members for their service and dedication and wish them the very best:

**Michele Matz Biamonte ’94** served on the Membership/Nominations Committee and was co-chair of the Alumni Association Awards. She views the Board’s ability to facilitate and encourage leadership as a great asset to Bucknell. Michele resides in Ringwood, NJ.

**M.L. Hedison-Flynn ’78** served on the Clubs/Young Alumni Committee. She particularly enjoyed the opportunity to meet students as a Board member, and she has been struck by how much all Bucknellians — young and old — share in common. M.L. resides in Weston, MA.

**Katie Malague ’94** served as President of the Board from 2012 to 2014. In her outgoing remarks, she reflected on how much she enjoyed being a part of such a great team, and she encouraged Board members to relish their fellow members. Katie resides in Washington, DC.

**Barrett Sides ’87** served as chair of the Development Committee. He greatly appreciated the opportunity to interact with current students while on the Board, and he views Bucknell as “ascendant.” Barrett resides in Houston, TX.

**Scott Stieler ’87** served on the Communications Committee. He was heartened during his time on the Board by the dedication of his fellow members and views Bucknell as a special place. Scott resides in Lewisburg, PA.

**Garry Thaniel ’04** served on the Membership/Nominations Committee. His time on the Board made him even prouder to be a Bucknellian. Gary resides in Jersey City, NJ.

**Doug Del bene ’14** served on the Admissions/Transitions Committee. Doug majored in economics and East Asian studies and is from Ridgefield, CT.

**June Granowitz ’14** served on the Communications Committee. June majored in psychology and is from Basking Ridge, NJ.

**Kaisha Johnson ’14** served on the Admissions/Transitions Committee. Kaisha majored in education and sociology and is from Davis, CA.

**Tom Haokang Zhu ’14** served on the Career Advisory Committee. Tom majored in economics and mathematics and is from Nanjing, Jiangsu, China.

We are proud to welcome an impressive slate of new alumni and student members:

**Dena Ebert ’02 — Development Committee.** Dena has a master's degree in business administration from Monmouth University and a master's in liberal studies from Loyola University Maryland. She currently works in development at the United States Naval Academy Foundation. Dena previously served the University as a member of the Bison Club Board of Directors and a member of her class reunion committee. Dena hails from Monmouth County, NJ, and currently resides in Easton, PA, with her husband Brian Patterson.

**Megan McKenna ’04 — Communications Committee.** Following her time at Bucknell, Megan pursued a career in digital media in New York City, working for companies such as Seamless.com and CBS. She now manages product marketing at CBS Local Digital Media. Megan grew up in Darien, CT, and currently resides in New York City.

**Kyle Mumford ’06 — Career Services Committee.** Following his graduation from Bucknell, Kyle pursued a career in finance, spending his first two years at UBS Investment Bank. Kyle has been an investment professional with KPS Capital Partners, LP since 2008, where he is currently a vice president. Kyle grew up in Avon Lake, OH, and now resides in New York City with his wife, Tracey (Marren) ’06.

**Allison Rivera ’08 — Strategic Planning Committee.** After Bucknell, Allison obtained a master’s degree in public administration and international management from George Mason University. She started her career with the Department of Homeland Security in 2009 and currently works for Customs and Border Protection as an international relations specialist, focusing on facilitating legitimate trade and increasing economic competitiveness in North America. Allison resides in Arlington, VA, with her husband.

**Grant Torney ’89 — Clubs and Young Alumni Committee.** After graduating from Bucknell, Grant embarked on a career in commercial construction management. In 2003, he made an abrupt change of course and “retired” to become a stay-at-home dad. Grant currently serves as the chairman of the Bison Club Board of Directors. Grant was born in Switzerland and lived on four continents before he turned five. He now resides in Bridgewater, NJ, with his wife of 20 years, Beth, and their two daughters Kate (11) and Claire (7).

**Susan Wallace-Cowell ’88 — Clubs and Young Alumni Committee.** Following graduation, Susan worked for a congressman in Washington, DC before returning to Bucknell to earn a master’s with a certification in school psychology and counseling. She went on to attend the doctoral program in educational psychology at Michigan State University and graduated with her degree in 1999. From there, Susan worked as a counselor in Allentown, PA. In 2004, her family moved to Michigan, where she managed her husband’s medical practice. Susan currently resides in Yarmouth, ME, where she lives with her husband, four children (ages 5-11), and various animals.

**Anna Astakhishvili ’15 — Communications Committee.** Anna is a Global Management Major. She serves as a Residential Adviser, Peer Consultant, and Bucknell Public Interest Program Peer Specialist at the Career Development Center. Anna is fluent in Georgian, English, and Russian.

**Grace Elliot ’16 — Admissions and Transitions Committee.** Grace is an education major with a concentration in autism studies. She is involved in French Club, Bison Pals, Macaroni and Cheese Club, first-year orientation, and frequently the pottery wheel in the Craft Center. Grace also participated on a Bucknell mission trip to New Orleans, where the team worked on a farm and refurbished several homes.

**Holly Grosholz ’17 — Career Advisory Committee.** Holly is a psychology and political Science double major and is a member of the Arts Residential College. She is heavily involved in Activities and Campus Events (ACE). She has also worked in the Admissions Office, participated in psychology research, and is part of the Arts Residential College.

**Connor McLaughlin ’16 — Admissions and Transitions Committee.** Connor is a chemistry major and member of Bucknell Student Government as the Vice President of the Class of 2016. He also serves as the Academic Ambassador for the Writing Center and as the Scholarship Chair for KDR.
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